Humanitarian Update #84

as of January 10, 2024
54th Mechanized Brigade thanks UCCA for their continued support, most recently with providing portable generators.
Additional carloads are filled with Humanitarian Aid.

UCCA continues to procure & pack medicine, food & hygiene products – to deliver to those in need and to the defenders standing on the frontlines.
While boxes of medical & hygiene supplies are shipped by UCCA directly to units defending Kharkiv...
And cold weather gear is packaged and sent to Ukraine’s defenders in the East...
...along with vital IFAKs and backpacks.
Frontline defenders in Donetsk & Kharkiv receive & thank UCCA for humanitarian aid packages.
43rd Separate Mechanized Brigade thanks UCCA for the deliveries of humanitarian assistance
UCCA also continuously supports Ukraine’s internally displaced persons, including delivering boxes of toys and treats this week to children of Kherson.
#SupportUkraine

For almost two years now, the Ukrainian Congress Committee of America (UCCA.org), has been procuring and delivering crucial non-lethal military assistance to our freedom fighters defending Ukraine's sovereignty and territorial integrity and providing direct relief to help alleviate the humanitarian challenges our brethren face due to Russia's unprovoked genocidal war.

Thanks to the generous support of donors like you we have delivered close to $39 million worth of assistance.

UCCA hopes it can count on your continued generous support!

All of UCCA’s #SupportUkraine Humanitarian Aid Reports can be viewed at:

https://ucca.org/aidreports/